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Unfold the rocket and lay down flat as shown above. Take a sheet of paper kitchen 
towel Place the seed-bed on the die-cut of the chamber. Press out 

the air underneath the seed-bed. Attention: watch the 
orientation!!

Fold the chambers to a close

Slide the chambers into the 
rocket
Attention: Make sure that the 
light windows (in the chamber 
and the rocket) are in line

Close the rocket at the back 
as shown (first hook the 
bottom flaps in the square slot)

Continue by hooking the top 
flap in the square slot

Put down the rocket and leave 
for four days. Check regularly 
if the paper is still moist 
enough. After four days you 
can place the rocket upright

Close the chambers using the dagger locks

Close the side flaps of the chambers

Click the chambers together

Fold the sheet twice as 
shown above

Cut a sheet measuring 9,5 x 
5,5 cm

Sow the seeds on the seed 
bed

Moist the sheet and press out 
the air

STEP 1

Assembling the rocket

STEP 2

Seed-bed
(sow the seeds when 
André tells you to do so in 
April 2004)

STEP 3

The plant growth chambers

1. Opaque
      chamber 

2. Chamber with         	
    light window

STEP 4

Placing the growing 
chambers inside the rocket

Cut strokes of the double sided tape and stick these on the 
rocket as shown above. Attention: the tape for the left strip 
must be placed on the right (7).

Remove the tape's protection strip (1) and fold the rocket to 
a close, press firmly. Repeat for tape strip 2 until 6.

Remove the protection strip from tape 7 and firmly press in 
onto the closing flap. Link the closure at the top of the 
rocket.
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